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As we the whole world is suffering the deadly disease affecting 
people worldwide. No age specification, area, culture or anything 
everyone is getting infected with this pandemic disease Covid-19.

Ages ago when some other pandemics attacked on world were 
Spanish influenza, malaria, chicken pox or others. At that time 
people also lost their lives and their love ones the whole families 
becomes a part of soil. 

But life goes on bad times passes and good times come with 
the span.

To save our lives we all are locked in our houses by our leaders 
and cured by most brave human beings our doctors. 

To kill this random and an idle time also not to think about that 
depressed taking news regarding pandemic.

Horticultural therapy plays its role much more betterly in ac-
cordance with Covid-19.

As we know that HT is great for every age of human beings old, 
young and kids also. Old age people must have to teach their young 
children and kids how to plant, prune and hoe. Different ways to 
make yourself busy but plants interaction is mutual symbolism. In 
this Covid-19 people dying of hunger due to lock down. Grow some 
food for you vegetables, fruits, ornamental and must put indoor 
plantation for your home freshness.

Vegetables and fruits growing will help you to stay away from 
hunger issues and make you busy also.

Some indoor plants that take less light and water must be added 
in your resting places for betterment.

Some plants control air pollution, some took away allergies and 
some can control the stress and depressions.

Mostly indoor plants are fully green in colour that gives sooth-
ness to mind and heart. Some plants are flowering their fragrance 
makes mood refreshed and gives cool feel.

Some plants can absorb the bad gases in environment and some 
can give us a bomb of oxygen for our lungs betterment.

Grow your own flora in this lockdown time and take two ben-
efits in one shot. One own meal growing fresh and pure and second 
one is time spending with plants to live stress free life of lockdown.

In this Covid time children, kids have no activity to do than that 
of social media or games etc. which are spoiling them badly. For 
this parents must have to make them busy and creative and also to 
memory maker and also fun time. Let them play with soil and let 
them grow with plants. Make a small vegetable garden fist second 
and all step by step the way of learning for the children and your 
own food from own garden.

These are good physical, mental and emotional activities for 
children and also good for old age people who feels themselves re-
tired from life and everything. When children and kids contact with 
soil they can get more good health and increase in immunity power. 

Some plants can give peace and calmness to mind and some for 
best sleep night time indoor. Plants are mentioned below.
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Figure 1: Shows spider plant.

Figure 2: Shows Peace lily. 
Researchers found that people who had surgery got better 

faster if they had plants in their room.

Figure 3: Shows the Gerbera flower.

Figure 4: Shows the lavender plant also scented  
and good for health.

Figure 5: Shows the Snake plant also called as oxygen bomber.
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Figure 6: Shows pothos which in the classroom helps students 
on concentrate properly to study. 
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